Temporary & Long-Term Self-Storage
from TWR Communications!
In the process of moving? Need to store your items for an upcoming yard sale? Whatever your reason may
be….TWR has a solution to store your items on a temporary basis without the hassle of any long-term contract!
You may never know when you might need temporary storage. Whether Mother Nature has forced you to
move household items temporarily or having your house remodeled…TWR is here to help. With hundreds of
storage facilities available in our area today, we understand that people need temporary storage until you can
resume your normal lives. At TWR we can accommodate daily, weekly and of course monthly rates.

Unit Size
TWR’s Storage Units differ from many units available. When
you rent a Self Storage Unit from TWR, you will quickly notice
how much space is available in each unit. At a size of 9 feet
wide X 15 feet long X 15 high, you will be able to store quite a
lot of your belongings. Each unit has 7 foot X 7 foot overhead
doors for easy access. TWR's storage units are nearly double
the typical 1,080 cubic feet of space that most other storage
places offer with only 8 foot high ceilings!
Each storage unit is equipped with a heat detector, which is
monitored by TWR’s Central Station twenty-four hours daily, including weekends and all holidays! The area in
front of each storage unit is well lit and each facility is dry and may be accessed at any time by our tenants.
Customers are even able to supply their own padlock.

Limitations
The storage of motor vehicles is generally not allowed. Contact our office for details as TWR does have other
Storage Space available to accommodate cars, motorcycles and even small boats!

Promotion!
For customers needing a Self Storage Unit on a monthly basis, we currently have a promotion for 1-month free!
Call a representative today and ask for more details at: (301) 777-2692 or by visiting TWR Communications at:
549 N. Centre Street in Cumberland!

3-Days:

$20.00

(Minimum)

Weekly:

$30.00

(5-7 Days)

Monthly:

$99.00

